
   
 

  
Unit Goals 

*Using pictures to add to and find sums 
*Using concrete objects to solve “adding to” addition problems  
*Using concrete objects to solve “putting together” addition problems 
*Solving word problems by making a model (picture) to help them solve the word problem 
*Understanding and applying the additive identity property of addition (8=0=8) 
*Exploring the commutative property for addition (4+2=6     2+4=6) 
*Modeling and recording all the ways to put together numbers within 10 (4+6=10, 3+7=10) 
*Building fluency for addition within 10  
*Using various strategies to solve addition problems (draw a picture, use counters, use 
cubes 
*Writing addition sentences in different ways 

First Grade Math  
Unit: 

Addition Concepts 
Common Core Standards Addressed 
*CC.1.OA.1. Use addition and subtraction 
within 20 to solve word problems involving 
situations of adding to, taking from, 
putting together, taking apart, and 
comparing, with unknowns in all positions, 
e.g., by using objects, drawings, and 
equations with a symbol for the unknown 
number to represent the problem. 
*CC.1.OA.3. Apply properties of operations 
as strategies to add and subtract.2 
Examples: If 8 + 3 = 11 is known, then 3 + 8 
=11 is also known. (Commutative property of 
addition.) To add 2 + 6 + 4, the second two 
numbers can be added to 
make a ten, so 2 + 6 + 4 = 2 + 10 = 12. 
(Associative property of addition.) 
 

Tips to Help Your Child At Home 
*Encourage them to draw pictures to solve 
addition problems 
*Use different strategies to solve addition 
problems  
*Log into Think Central and complete 
lessons on addition concepts 
*Log into I-Ready and complete lessons on 
addition concepts 
*Look for these math books at the library 
and read them with your child 
        *Zero the Hero    
        *The Mission of Addition 
         *Domino Addition 
         *Hershey’s Kisses Addition Book 
         *The Cheerios Counting Book 
         *The M&M’s Counting Book 
         *Mouse Count 



 


